Social Psychology Brown Bag Series – Fall 2013
All talks at noon unless otherwise indicated

September 9  Barbara Knowlton, Professor of Behavioral Neuroscience, UC Los Angeles
  Title: TBA
  Location: DML 233 (Doheny Intellectual Commons)

September 16  Morteza Dehghani, Assistant Professor, USC Institute for Creative Technologies
  Title: TBA
  Location: DML 233 (Doheny Intellectual Commons)

September 23  Ayelet Gneezy, Assistant Professor of Marketing, UC San Diego
  Title: TBA
  Location: DML 233 (Doheny Intellectual Commons)

September 30  On Amir, Associate Professor of Marketing, UC San Diego
  Title: TBA
  Location: DML 233 (Doheny Intellectual Commons)

October 7  Christopher Bryan, Assistant Professor of Psychology, UC San Diego
  Title: TBA
  Location: DML 233 (Doheny Intellectual Commons)

October 14  Daniel Fessler, Associate Professor of Anthropology, UC San Diego
  Title: TBA
  Location: TBD

October 21  Christian Grose, Associate Professor of Political Science, USC
  Title: TBA
  Location: DML 233 (Doheny Intellectual Commons)

October 28  Sarah Townsend, Visiting Assistant Professor of Management and Organizations, Northwestern Univ.
  Title: TBA
  Location: DML 233 (Doheny Intellectual Commons)

November 4  Monique Fleming, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology, USC
  Title: TBA
  Location: TBD

November 11  Stephen Spiller, Assistant Professor of Marketing, UC Los Angeles
  Title: TBA
  Location: TBD

November 18  Richard Redding, Professor of Law, Chapman University
  Title: TBA
  Location: DML 233 (Doheny Intellectual Commons)

November 25  BROWN BAG BREAK for Thanksgiving

December 2  Abraham Rutchick, Assistant Professor of Psychology, CSU Northridge
  Title: TBA
  Location: DML 233 (Doheny Intellectual Commons)